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Abstract
BANDMIXINGIN DEFORMED ODD-MASS NUCLEI. The level structure of several deforrned odd-
mass nuclei has .been studied at the Karlsruhe research reactor FR-2 using radiative capture of thermal
neutrons, High-resolution measurements of the gamma-ray spectrum have been performed with a Ge(Li)
anti-Compton spectrometer anda Ge(Li) pair spectrometer, The high accuraey of the data allows the
applieation ofRilz' eombinatio~prineiple up to energies above 1.5 MeV. Coincidence relationships
have been obtained by means of a Ge(Li)-Nal(TI) coineidence systern, Detailed data are given for the
transition diagram of I6'Er. The experiments reveal the occurrenee of eonsiderable band mixing. A
theoretical treatment is presented within the framewerk of the unified model, The ealculations take
inte aecount pair correlation, quasiparticle-phonon interaction, Coriolis eoupling and rotation-vibration
interaetion. Various properties of the deexeitation meehanism are determined to a large extent by band
mixing. Examples are given for branching ratios and partial gamma-ray half-Iives both in '6'Er and I69y b•
1. Introduction
The rapid development of experimental techniques in gamma-
ray spectroscopy has made feasible detailed investigationsof nuclear
structure by means of the radiative neutron gapture process. In a
recent paper on thermal neutron capture in 1 8Yb we heve pointed out
the occurrence ofconsiderable band mixing effects in 169Yb L-1 J.
Similar results have alsobeen publiahedün 165DY ~2-1. The purpose
of this presentation is to provide a brief summary of exgerimental
and theoretical date. obtained fortheisotonic nucleus 1 7Er and to
discuss some obvious consequencesof band mixing on branching ratios
and partial gamma-ray halflives both in 167Er and 169Yb.
2. Experimental Procedure
High-resolution measurements of the gamma-ray spectrum have
been performed using a Ge(Li) anti-Compton spectrometer in the low-
energy region~3, 4-1 and a Ge(Li) five-crystal pair spectrometerfDr
the high-energy transitions L2]. Coincidence relationships have been
stuciied by means of a Ge(Li)-NaI(Tl)coincidence system L5J coupled
to an on-line computer ~6J. Theenergy calibration is based on the
decay lines of 192Ir, .1J7Cs 60Co and 85y" and on capture lines from
the productnuclei 2H and 15N. The procedures applied in spectrum
stabilization, spectrum analysis, calibration and nonlinearity correction
are described in detail in Ref. ~4J. Abrief discussion of the
technique used for analysing comPlex coincidence spectra may be found
in Ref. C7]. .
The meaSurements on 167Er have been performed with a sampie
of Er203 enriched to 95.6 %in 166Er. In spite of this relatively
* Visiting seientist from Junta de Energia Nuclear, Ciudad Universitaria, Madrid.
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high enrichment care had to be taken in the isotope assignment of the
gamma-ray lines. gge tothe unfavourable cross section, the capture
contribution of 1 Er was only 68.8 %. The main interference resulted
from the target nucleus 167Er which contributed with 31.1 %to the
total capture cross section. Neutron capture in other erbium isotopes
was negligible. In order to obtain a reliable isotope assignment each
run was repeated with a target of natural erbium. More than 350 gamma-
ray lines have been observed from the enriched sampie.
The da ta were also examined for the possibility of contri-
butions from likely chemical contaminants and, in fact, several lines
were identified as arising from Sm and Gd.
3. Transition Diagram of 167 Er
As yet no exhaustive investigation of the 167 Er neutron
capture transition diagram has been performed and thUB the information
about the deexcitation mechanism was still limited. Most of the
available data have come from studies with the Risp bent crystal
spectrometer L--8~ and with a Ge(Li) pulse-height spectrometer ~9-7.
In the first study 47 lines of the low~energy spectrum were assigned
to 167Er and 24 transitions were fitted into a level scheme. The
second work examined the high-energy .spectrum using a sampie of very
high enrichment(99.97 %). The most recent investigations of 167Er
levels by means of charged-particle reactions are those in Refs. L1Q/
and L11.J. The decay of 167Ho C3 h) and 167Tm (9.6 d) to 167Er has
recently been studied with Ge(Li) and scintillationcounters bothin
single and :coincidence"mode L.-12 7~
The present research suggests a considerably extended
transition diagram as represented in Fig. 1. The intensities of the
gamma rays are expressed by the arrowwidth. Most ofthe lines were
fitted into the diagram usirig the Ritz combination principle. Transi-
tions markedwith the letter "c" havebeen clearly observed in co-
incidence measurements and their position in the decay scheme is weIl
established. Dashed arrows mean that the available da ta suggest the
existence of these gamma rays and the position shown, but the assign-
ment is considered to be somewhat tentative. Transitions labelled with
an asterisk have been adopted from previous investigations provided
that the assignment is consistent with the present study. For the
sake of completeness the results obtained from charged-particle re-
actions have also been included in the decay scheme. Levels labelied
with the letter "a" have also been observed in (d,p) reactions L-10J.
Letter "b" indicates excited states detected in inelastic scattering
of deuterons L11J.
Analysis of the experimental data and results of theoretical
calculationsdescribed in section4 suggest the'followirig·spectro-
scopic interpretation (bandhead energies and dominant structure):
0 keV 7/2+ iß337 90 %, 7/2+ Lb33l + Q20 6 %
208 keV 1/2- 15211 92 %
347 keV' 5/2- 131.Y 86 %, 1/2- !51cj] + Q22 11 %
532 keV 7/2+ Lb3}] + Q2-2 81 %, 3/2+ L.65iJ 15 %
592 keV 5/2+ Lb4?}' 79 %, 5/2+ Lb4y + Q20 12 %,
3/2+ $517 7.5 %
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668 keV 5/2- /.3237 81 %, 1/2- /5217 + Q22 16 %
711 keV 7/2+ Lb337 + Q22 94 %, 5/2+ L64y + Q22 5 %
753 keV 1/2- 15217 + Q2-2 61 %, 3/2- 6217 37 %
763 keV 5/2- 31~7 + Q2-2 56 %, 1/2- /51W 38 %
1059 keV 1/2- 82.17 + Q22 80 %, 5/2- L523} 15 %(?)
1086 keV 3/2- 8 217 60 %, 1/2- 8217 + Q2_2?;7 %
1179 keV 1/2- 8217 + Q20 93 %, 3/2- 1521.7 + Q2-2 4 %(1)
1384 keV 3/2- 612] 41 %, 7/2- /51.IfJ + Q2-2 38 %,1/2- 151QJ + Q2-2 16 %.
A detailed analysis and discussion of the level structure
will be given elsewhere L-13.J.
4. Theoretical Considerations
In order to arrive at a better understanding of the level
structure, theoretical calculations have been performed which take
into account paircorrelation, quasiparticle-phonon interaction,
rotation-vibration interaction and Coriolis coupling. Since a solution
with the exact Hamiltonian is beyond the possibilitiesof present
theoretical nuclear physics, it is convenient to use a phenomeno-
logical approach. Such a procedure is justified, if only fell' additional
parameters are introduced and an extensive set of data is predicted
which can be examf.ried experimentallY. The caLcu.Lat Lona that ~lillbe
outl:i.ned here very br~efIy reveaI the energy and structure of in\h.-
vidual levels, absolute transition rates and partialgamma-ray half-
lives, multipolarity admixtures and branching ratios. They use a
generally valid set of single-particle energies. TheBCS treatment
is per7formed with the constant Gn = 0.0211tWo = 26/A MeV (.ikw o =41 A-1 3 MeV = 7.445 MeV). The parameter E.= ;t/Jo is fit ted where
J o is the undisturbed moment of inertia. Excitation energies for the
ß and y quadrupole vibrations are taken from the neighbouring even
nuclei.
The Hamiltonian is written as L-14, 15~
H = HO + H'
with
Here HN is the Nilsson Hamiltonian ~16~7 and HOC describes the un-
disturbedcollective motion,i.e. the rotation of the nucleus and the
ß and y vibrations. The interactions between the various modes of
motion are taken into account by R'. This term includes the Coriolis
coupling, the particle-phonon interaction and the rotation-vibration
interaction.
Neglect of pair correlations leads to unreasonable matrix
elements and serious disagreement with experimental results. Therefore
has to be replaced by
with the usual notation
and
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t-v and E v denotethe partiele and quasipartiele energies, respeetively.
The operators a and aare correlated via t~e Bo~olyubov-valatin trans-
formation. The coefficients V v and Uv (Vv + U... = 1) are determined
separately for eaeh state from the well-known variational problem. Thus
the bloeking effect is fully taken into a?eount. All quasipartiele
matrix elements ean be reduced to partiele matrix elements. In many
eases the pairing factors reduee the matrix elements eonsiderably.
FOT calculating the structure cf 167Er and 169Yb eleven
Nilsson orbits near the Fermi level together with their y+, y- and ß
vibrational bands have been taken as a basis. The eontribution of each
of these eonfigurations to the strueture of the individual levels re-
sults from the diagonalization. More details of the theoretical treat-
ment may be found in Refs. L1J and L-13J.
In Fig. 2 the caleulated excitationenergies for 167Er are
compared withthe experimental level scheme~ In general, the agreement
j S Sllrpr; sj ng] y good. Some obvious Clons equences sr band mixing Gft Gther
nuclear properties are discussed ~n the following section~.
5. Branehing Ratios
The oceurrence of strang band m1x1ng is responsible for
various phenomena whieh eannotbe explained within the framewerk cf
simple models. It is beyond the seope of this presentation to give
a detailed diseussi~n here. As an .example let us seleet the dgex-
eitation of the 1/2 rotationalband observed at 763 keV in 1 7Er
(cf. Fig. 1). The only Nilsson state with spin and parity 1/2- near
the Fermi level is the orbit 1/2- L5217. Thisstate, however, is weIL
established to oceur at 208 keV exeitation energy. Thus it is reason-
able to assume that the band at 763 keV eorresponds to the y- vibrational
band based uponthe eonfiguration 5/2- L51~ and, in fact, a eollective
E2 transition leaving the bandhead 1s observed. In other respeets,
however, the deexeitation shows elear anomalies. From both the first
and second member of the band transitions proeeed to the 1/2- L5217
Nilsson band whieh in intensity eonsiderably exeeed the E2 transi-
tions to the !Iown" intrinsie eonfiguration. In addition, the branching
ratio to the 3/2- and 1/2- levels is exeeptional. A reasonable ex-
planation for these anomalies is provided by assuming a strong ad-
m~xture of th7 1/2- 81CjJ Nils50n_state in the 5/2- 61V + Q2-2 ex-
e1tation. It 1S true that the 1/2 L51.Q7 orbit i8 expeeted at mueh
higher energies, but it is eonneeted with the 5/2- L51S7orbit by
a strong E2 matrix element. As ment10ned above an admixture of 38 %
i5 predieted by the ealculations deseribed in seetion 4. On the other
hand, the rotational band at 208 keV consists only to 92 %of the
Nilsson state 1/2- ,5217.
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FIG.2. Comparisons of experimental and theorettcal excitation energies in 167Er.
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Table I
Transitions from the band
5/2- /51§ + Q2-2 + 1/2- ß1Ql
167Er
475
Assuming a
Intensityratio Assuming a collective naturepure Nils50n
band Hf = 0 Hf I 0 Exp.
I (1? 1? .~3? 1?) 7.0
-
1570 >15I (1 2 1 2 +-1 2 1 2)
I ( 1~21~2 -. 3~2 1?)
-
0 6.1 3.6 :!:0.4I (12 1 2~ 5 2 5 2)
Table II
Partial gamma-ray halflives T1/2 y
Initial Final Multi-
,z T1/2 Y iiisewtJ.. _,_._ --~- ._-- -, --'
.figuration .figurQtion ...- .l1theor•.
'''J
Hf =0 H' -I 0 Exp.
1/2-1/262.17 7/2+7/2L"b3"f] E3 3.6 sec 4~3 sec 5.5 b
-
sec
t67Er
.
3/2-1/2L52V 1/2-1/26217 M1+E2 0.74 13.5 23.5 39.4 a
5/2-5/261Y 7/2+7/2Lb337 E1 0.07 0.1 1.4 e
-
1~3 a7/2+7/2f!:öSl E1
-
0.1 0.3 4.2 b
102 a1/2-1/21.5217 E2 (;X) 21 000 630 320 b
169Yb 15/2-5/261g;'
P.055 103 a3/Z-1/2L.52j] M1+E2 90 000 135 260 bM1:
K-forb.)
84 a5/2-1/21.5217 M1+E2 0.009 530 000 110 220 bM1:
K-forb.)
a Ref. 1:17J b Ref. L18J e Ref. L12..J
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The influence of the interaction term H' in the Hamiltonian
is demonstrated in Table I. Both the assumption of a pure Nilsson state
and a pure vibrational wave function reveal disagreement with the ex-
perimental data while the band mixing resulting from H' provides a
reasonable explanation for the observed anomalies. Obviously, the
transition to the 1/2- state is strongly retarded compared to that
reaching the 3/2- level and, ig fact1 in none of the hitherto existinginvestigatioris of the nuclei 1 5ny, 67Er and 169Yb such a transition
has been detected. When judging the theoretical branching ratio in the
second line of Table I, one should notice that we are not dealing with
a simple procedure such as that applied in the Alaga rule, but that
the nuclear wave functions of three states directly enter into the
result.
6. Partial Gamma-Ray Halflives
In general, the low-lying excited states areexpected to be
essentially characterized by pure wave functionsand, in fact, only
small admixtures are predicted for these states by the calculations
describedin section 4. Nevertheless suchsmall admixtures may have
a decisive influence on the partial gamma-ray halflives. This is
demonstrated in Table 11 where the theoretical values both for
H' = 0 and H' I 0 are compared with experimental data. In all cases
the inclusion of band mixing yields an improvement of the theoretical
predictions. This is particularly conspicuous for K~forbidden M1
transitions.
7. Conel !lSi ons
Considerable band m~x~ng effects occur in deformed odd-maaa
nuclei. Experimentally these phenomena can thoroughly be studied by
means of theradiative neutron capture process. A better uhderstanding
can be obtained within the framework of the unified model,. if the
interaction between all possible modes of nuclear motion is taken
into account. The inclusion of pair correlatio~E is essential for
achieving agreement with experimental data. Various properties of the
deexcitation mechanism are determined to a large extent by band mixing,
even for low-lying states where the admixtures are small.
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